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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Statistics show the rate of COVID-19 associated hospitalization among children aged 5 to 11 is

0.0008%.  In real-world terms, that's so close to zero you basically cannot lower it any further. Yet,

despite such reassuring data, children in this age group are urged to get two to three doses of the

COVID jab, even though side effects of the injection could harm them for life, or kill them.

As noted by the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation in the video below, myocarditis — one of the

recognized effects of the COVID jab — "has a mortality rate of 25% to 56% within three to 10

years, owing to progressive heart failure and sudden cardiac death."

Sudden cardiac death is what the media and public health agencies are now glibly referring to as

"sudden adult death syndrome" or SADS. The older and more appropriate description for SADS is

"sudden arrhythmic death syndrome," but they don't even want to use the word "arrhythmic"

anymore, as that tells you what the death is really caused by, and many are now aware that the

jab can cause heart inSammation.

By avoiding the word "arrhythmic," it's easier for them to pretend as though people are dying for

no apparent reason, and certainly not because of the COVID shots. Still, real-world facts tell us

that SADS didn't take off until after the shots were rolled out, and the vast majority of young

healthy people who suddenly die for no apparent reason have been jabbed.

Also, understand that if your child or you are injured by the shot, you cannot sue the drug

company for damages and, so far, the U.S. government has rejected all but one of the claims Vled

with the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP).  At the current pace of about 18

claims a month, it would take 38 years just to get through the current backlog, Reuters has

noted.  Basically, many may die before their case even gets through review.

COVID Jab Authorization Granted for Babies

As if the situation were not bad enough already, June 15, 2022, the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration's vaccine advisory panel — the Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory

Committee (VRBPAC) — unanimously approved (21-0) to grant Emergency Use Authorization

(EUA) to both PVzer's and Moderna's COVID shots for infants and young children.

PVzer's EUA is for a three-dose regimen (3-microgram shots) for children 6 months to 5 years old,

while Moderna's EUA is for a two-dose regimen (25-microgram shots) for children 6 months to 6

years.

In the video at the top of the page, Steve Kirsch, president of the Vaccine Safety Research

Foundation, interviews reporter Toby Rogers, who endured the entire nine-hour day of the recent

VRBPAC meeting.

The day before that meeting, June 14, Rogers published  a written summary of PVzer's trial on

young children, which he referred to as "an embarrassment." "Any VRBPAC member who votes

Aye on this junk science application should be removed from his/her job," he wrote. Apparently,

they all need to go.

In the interview, Rogers laments the fact that the VRBPAC members remain "locked in their

information bubble" and won't allow any conSicting data to inSuence their preconceived biases.

As noted by Rogers, they have a sacred duty to protect public health, and they're being Sippant

about it. They're ignoring data, they're ignoring the pleas of the vaccine injured, they're ignoring

serious questions, they're ignoring everything except the Simsiest bits and pieces upon which

their narrative is built. Rogers called the experience "heartbreaking."

VRBPAC Refuses to Answer Lawmakers' Questions

The VRBPAC members aren't even swayed by concerns from lawmakers. They simply ignore their

questions too. As reported by The Defender:

"The Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) ignored

pleas from experts, the vaccine injured and a congressman representing 17 other

lawmakers to halt authorization until questions about the safety and eIcacy of COVID-

19 vaccines for the nation's youngest children could be properly addressed ...

Rep. Louie Gohmert (R-Texas) said there are many unanswered questions ... 'I'm deeply

concerned that the push to vaccinate these children is nothing more than a dystopian

experiment with unknown consequences,' Gohmert told the committee. 'Some of us have

outlined these questions in a letter  to VRBPAC but have not received any answers, and I

pose some of them here.' Gohmert said:

'Number 1, why has the FDA refused to release the hundreds of thousands of pages of

data from preapproval manufacturer studies, post-approval adverse events data and

other post-approval manufacturer data?

Number 2, what is the cardiac risk factor in administrating these COVID vaccines to

children?

Number 3, world-renowned immunologists have raised concerns about potential

antibody-dependent enhancement, or ADE, resulting from COVID vaccines, and since ADE

was a problem in prior unrelated respiratory vaccine trials, we need to know what studies,

if any, the FDA has that it's used regarding ADE from COVID vaccines in children 5 and

under or any age group. Can the FDA aIrm there's no risk of ADE for vaccinated

children?

Number 4, if widely approved among children 5 and under, how many lives, if any, does

FDA estimate will be saved next year? Given the injuries reported in the FDA's VAERS

[Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System] system, how will FDA evaluate serious

vaccine injuries versus serious COVID outcomes?

Number 5, is it possible the proposed COVID vaccines in young children could create

increased risk in future novel COVID variants?

Number 6, why has the FDA recently lowered the eIcacy bar for COVID vaccines for

youngest children? This change signi`cantly lowers the expected bene`ts from any

COVID vaccination for young children and it's of particular concern given that over 70% of

that age cohort already is seropositive.'

Gohmert said these questions and 13 other questions posed by lawmakers are critical

and deserve answers from the FDA and VRBPAC prior to any EUA with the 'accompanied

protection for liability for all harm done.'"

Trial Showed COVID Jab Increases Infection Risk in Babies

In the video above, you can see Centers for Disease Control and Prevention director Dr. Rochelle

Walensky, with a forced grin on her face, claiming "rigorous scientiVc review" has proven the

shots to be safe and effective in infants and young children.

The video also features excerpts from a video in which Dr. Clare Craig, a diagnostic pathologist

and "lover of data,"  reviews what this "rigorous scientiVc review" actually found and what the FDA

and CDC aren't telling you. To hear Craig's full summary of how PVzer twisted its clinical data for

young children, check out the video below.

Craig points out that of the 4,526 children, aged 6 months to 4 years, who participated in PVzer's

trial, 3,000 didn't make it to the end of the trial. Why did two-thirds of the children drop out?

Oftentimes, this happens when side effects are too severe for the participant to continue. Here,

we don't know why two-thirds of the participants were eliminated, and "on that basis alone, this

trial should be deemed null and void," Craig says. Moreover:

• Six of the children, aged 2 to 4 years, in the vaccinated group were diagnosed with "severe

COVID," compared to just one in the placebo group. So, what this actually shows is that the

likelihood the shot is causing severe COVID is higher than the likelihood that it's preventing

it.

• The only child who required hospitalization for COVID was also in the "vaccinated" group.

• In the three weeks following the Vrst dose, 34 of the children in the vaccinated group and 13

of the unvaccinated children were diagnosed with COVID. That means the children's risk of

developing symptoms of COVID within the Vrst three weeks of the Vrst dose actually

increased by 30%. These data were ignored.

Between doses two and three, there was an eight-week gap, and the vaccinated arm again

experienced higher rates of COVID. This too was ignored. After the third dose, incidence of

COVID was again raised in the vaccine group, and this was ignored as well.

In the end, they only counted three cases of COVID in the vaccine arm and seven cases in

the placebo group. They literally ignored 97% of all the COVID cases that occurred during the

trial to conclude that the shots were "effective" in preventing COVID.

• While they claim the triple-dose regimen reduced COVID, 12 of the children actually caught

COVID twice in the two-month follow-up, and 11 of them were vaccinated.

• The conVdence interval for PVzer's jab is -370% at the lower end of the 95%, which suggests

children who get the jab are nearly four times more likely of getting sick with COVID than

their unvaccinated peers.

UnscientiJc and Unethical Behavior

As reported by The Defender:

"Combining all ages together, P`zer said its three-dose regimen for children 6 months to

5 years old was 80% effective at preventing illness from the Omicron variant based on

preliminary data from its clinical trial.

The 80% number was calculated 30 days after the third dose. As noted by committee

members, the eIcacy number is likely to go down after 30 days and post-approval

monitoring was suggested.

Moderna said its two-shot vaccine was about 51% effective against infection from

Omicron in children under 2, and about 37% among kids 2 to 5 years old, citing different

eIcacy numbers than what was reported by the company in March.

In a March 23 press release, Moderna said its vaccine in the 6-month to 2-year age group

was only 43.7% effective. In the older age group, the company said its vaccine was 37.5%

effective. A top oIcial at Moderna has already said a booster will be necessary."

As noted by the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation, vaccinating infants and children who have

no need for the shots and don't beneVt from them, just to "protect" adults, violates medical ethics.

And since those who are jabbed still readily transmit the virus, the children are actually put at risk

for no reason at all.

It's All About Securing IndemniJcation

newsnancy9 tweet

So, how can we explain the irrational behavior of the FDA and CDC? Why don't any of the data

matter? Why doesn't the science matter? Why don't any of the red Sags matter? And why are they

handing out EUAs when the criteria for EUA are satisVed? Products must satisfy four criteria in

order to get EUA:

1. There must be an emergency

2. A vaccine must be at least 30% to 50% effective

3. The known and potential beneVts of the product must outweigh the known and potential

risks of the product

4. There can be no adequate, approved and available alternative treatments (drugs or vaccines)

Unless all four criteria are met, EUA cannot be granted or maintained, yet here we are. COVID, by

any reasonable measurement, is no longer an emergency, there are plenty of adequate alternative

treatments, and the potential beneVts in no way, shape or form outweigh the potential risks —

especially not in infants and children under 5. That's three out of four criteria that, clearly, are not

met.

The short answer to the question, "Why are the CDC and FDA acting so irrationally?" is that both

agencies are corrupt to the core and are no longer in the business of protecting public health.

They are securing proVts for the drug industry, and getting EUA for infants and young children is a

crucial step toward securing permanent legal indemnity for the drugmakers.

“ They need this last remaining age group to be
included under the EUA, because once the
emergency is finally declared 'over,' the next phase
of liability shielding requires that the shots receive
approval by the CDC's Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP).

Once the vaccine is on the childhood vaccination
schedule, the vaccine makers are permanently
shielded from liability for injuries and deaths that
occur in ANY age group, including adults.”

As explained by Robert F. Kennedy Jr., in the short video clip above, they need this last remaining

age group to be included under the EUA, because once the emergency is Vnally declared "over,"

the next phase of liability shielding requires that the shots receive approval by the CDC's Advisory

Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP).

This is the group that decides which vaccines are to be added to the childhood vaccination

schedule. Once the vaccine is on the childhood vaccination schedule, the vaccine makers are

permanently shielded from liability for injuries and deaths that occur in ANY age group, including

adults.

The only way to break that indemnity is by proving the vaccine maker knew about the safety

issues and withheld that information. You can learn more about this indemniVcation process in

"The Real Reason They Want to Give COVID Jabs to Kids."

So, the end goal is permanent immunity against liability for injury and death from the COVID

shots in all age groups, and to get there, they Vrst need the EUA to cover all children. After that,

the ACIP approval becomes more or less a matter of rubber stamping. This is why they're playing

Russian roulette with the health of infants and young children.

Murder Has No Statute of Limitation

That said, if fraud can be proven, all indemnity falls by the wayside, and there's no statute of

limitation when it comes to murder, which some insist is what's happening here.

The video above features "To The Lifeboats" podcaster Sam Dodson's comments to the FDA

VRBPAC during its open public hearing session to approve the COVID jabs for children between

the ages of 6 months and 5 years. In a rapid-Vre manner, he reviews several data points that

ought to have put a halt to these injections, but didn't; several instances where the FDA knew

harm was occurring from these shots, or would occur, and they did nothing.

Another public comment was submitted by an as-yet unidentiVed individual. The submitted

comment was provided to and reposted on Coquin de Chien's Substack. Here are some select

pieces:

"This comment is NOTICE of possible criminal liability to Lauren K. Roth and members of

the Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee who owe duties of

care, diligence, good faith, and loyalty in recommending 'for' or 'against' the EUA

amendment for COVID-19 mRNA vaccine in children 6 months through 4 years of age.

Only two deaths are listed herein to establish knowledge. If the amendment is approved,

it will have been done by committee members 'knowing' of felony crimes in context. Your

investigation of these deaths should include death certi`cates, autopsy records, witness

interviews, and immunization records.

Massachusetts Death Certi`cate 2022 SFN 5980 is a 7yo girl died January 18, 2022

listed as died from U071 'COVID-19,' B49 'unspeci`ed mycosis,' J450 'predominantly

allergic asthma,' and R091 'pleurisy.'

VAERS_ID 2038120 is a 7yo girl in Massachusetts, who received her 2nd dose 1/13/2022

and was reported to VAERS 1/15/2022. PRIOR_VAX states, 'Severe nausea and vomiting

from 5 min post vaccination and for the next 8-10 hours.'

SYMPTOM_TEXT states, 'Spiked a 103 fever, severe stomachache, has not had a bowel

movement since the day before vaccination, which makes today 3 days without one. First

vaccine caused severe nausea and vomiting from 5 minutes post injection and for the
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vaccine caused severe nausea and vomiting from 5 minutes post injection and for the

next 8-10 hours.' This little girl suffered immeasurably 4 to 5 days as her intestines shut

down due likely to impeded blood vessels servicing intestines.

Massachusetts Death Certi`cate 2021 SFN 56611 is a 48yo man died 11/16/2021 listed

as died from U071 'COVID-19' and E669 'OBESITY.' SFN 56611 is known to have died less

than 24 hours after inoculation.

In both cases, the Medical Examiners listed the cause of death as 'COVID-19,' when it was

clearly not COVID-19. And in both cases, the Medical Examiners omitted listing causes

Y590 'Viral vaccines' and T881 'Other complications following immunization, not

elsewhere classi`ed,' when these clearly were proximate and actual causes.

Death certi`cates from the state of Massachusetts are sent to the CDC, a federal entity.

Thus, fraud on a state death certi`cate is a federal crime as it affects federal death

records. Several federal felony crimes apply in this instance and are listed below.

If you dismiss this NOTICE and recommend the EUA amendment without `rst

investigating these two deaths, you become liable for inchoate crimes and the felony

crime of 'misprision of felony.' If a single person subsequently dies as a result of the

amendment, all the elements will have been satis`ed for you to face felony murder

charges or involuntary manslaughter. Quali`ed immunity is not a valid defense ...

There were found sixty likely C19 vaccine deaths in a 25-minute perusal of the 2021 and

2022 death certi`cates, which extrapolates to hundreds, probably thousands of C19

vaccine deaths in Massachusetts.

Refusal to investigate these fraudulent records is a crime that, because of the felony

murder aspect, has no statute of limitations. Five, ten, or twenty years from now, if a

federal prosecutor were to learn of this NOTICE, he or she would have signi`cant

evidence to bring charges for felony murder.

In summary, this NOTICE places you in a position requiring you to investigate these

deaths prior to recommending the amendment. If you dismiss this NOTICE, you may be

criminally liable for involuntary manslaughter, felony murder, and a list of federal crimes

and inchoate crimes ... Comment Tracking Number l4d-m52d-ge4m."

Florida Bucks the Trend

My home state of Florida now stands out as the only U.S. state that is recommending AGAINST

the COVID jab for 6-month-olds to 5-year-olds. Parents can still get their infants jabbed if they

want, but the opcial state recommendation is not to do it, as there's simply no scientiVc or

logical rationale for doing so.

Florida also did not preorder any extra doses for this age group.  In a June 18, 2022, Substack

article, Dr. Robert Malone addressed the latest EUA authorization for infants and young children,

and applauded Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis' decision to buck the trend. It's hard to believe he is the

only governor in the U.S. who resisted this murderous threat to the children:

"Have you looked at the VAERS data lately? The CDC apparently has not. In the USA

alone, there have been 831,801 adverse events, of which 12,776 are life threatening.

There have been 63,978 hospitalizations. There have been 13,293 deaths and 14,232

permanent disabilities from these vaccines.

True, these are 'unveri`ed' — but previous research has shown that the VAERS system

under-reported adverse events associated with vaccines, not over-reported ... Then there

are the international post-vaccine adverse event summaries.

The CDC, under Freedom of Information Act Request (FOIA) has now admitted  that even

though they had promised to analyze the VAERS data before advising about these

vaccines for children, they did not.

The VAERS data were NOT taken into consideration before the authorization of these

genetic agents for babies and young children. Frankly, this is shocking. So shocking, it is

hard for me to even write about it.

Now, approximately 430 children with other severe illnesses have died with COVID in the

last 2.5 years (that would be 172 per year). Plus there have been 2,600 hospitalizations

of children, most with underlying conditions — over that 2.5 year period. These numbers

show that even before Omicron, in the case of children, COVID is less severe than ou ...

Omicron in children is much less severe. We know this. The scienti`c evidence is clear.

Yet the FDA goes back to data from the DELTA variant when discussing the effects of this

virus ... Governor DeSantis again has it right. It is time to stop. Parents must stop. The

time is now to just say no."

Last but not least, if you’re still unsure whether the COVID shot is the “right” choice for your child,

please read through Dr. Byram Bridle’s “COVID-19 Vaccines and Children: A Scientist’s Guide for

Parents,”  published by the Canadian Covid Care Alliance. It goes through how the shots work,

what the known side effects are, results from the clinical trial, the effects of the spike protein and

much more.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,720 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Hmmm, I'll just repeat what I said yesterday: "It’s all about population reduction. The fake news and virtue-signaling-left have been

leading us down this path for decades. If you have any doubt on this, just look at the FOOD PYRAMID, vaccines, Covid-19 pandemic, and

abortions. The Food Pyramid is severely Sawed. It all but completely excludes fat and promotes processed carbohydrates as super

foods. That’s a 1-way street to type-2 diabetes, obesity, and heart disease. The vaccines for single strand RNA viruses like Su and

coronaviruses have never worked and increase your chances of getting infected from all other forms of pathogens. Now we have mRNA

vaccines that take the failures of RNA vaccines to another level of failure.

They outright KILL YOU! Then you have the Covid-19 Pandemic. What a farse! Had no one on MSM said “there’s a pandemic”, most

people would have gone on and never known anything was out there making them sick. If they got sick they would have treated it

SUCCESSFULLY with meds/remedies like they would have with the cold/Su. They had to create a “fear factor” to get everyone to march

in lockstep. Everything they suggested/mandated only made the problem worse. Seriously, we’ve been told our entire lives that the

reason “Flu Season” is always in the winter time is because that’s when everyone is “locked up” indoors where respiratory viruses

spread the easiest.

They not only forced everyone into a lockdown, they even closed the beaches. No one catches a respiratory virus on the beach! All of

this tyranny was from the LEFT! That brings us to abortion. Since 1973, there have been over 68 MILLION documented abortions in the

USA! Just that number alone would put the USA over 400 Million in population. Then consider that most 50 year-olds born in 72-74

have children and some even have grandchildren and that population sores closer to 500 million! All of these left-wing agendas have a

common denominator: Population Reduction"
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You are so correct about the diet and other factors, most especially about the population control. I believe you need to look a

little further as in our history of scientiVc research, mainly virology. Do some research into the fraudulent Louis Pasteur, who, on

his deathbed ,confessed that , "The germ is nothing; the terrain is everything." Scientist (virologists) up to now have been going

by his false writings that were sold by his son, later. We have been duped for a very long time now and medical education has

been giving students many lies so that it has been ingrained in the minds of most physicians. Do some more research please.

Thank you
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jNj - Lest we forget, Donald Trump, who signed the EUA into law, got jabbed and has been on the stump promoting the jabs, is a

conservative Republican. secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-2
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Of course Trump is promoting them. He wants back into The Club.
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Don't overlook Pharma's ability to create the problem, then develop expensive therapies to "Vx" the problem initially created.

Here's a new one over the bow: "Roivant, PVzer unveil Priovant Therapeutics focused on autoimmune disease treatments,

Roivant stock surges" - - Vnance.yahoo.com/m/8e384f1e-379f-3524-a654-3afc246311d2/roivant-pVze..
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It amazes me how people allow the government to take control on how our children should be care for, how they are to be raised,

how they are to be medically treated, and basically taking away our rights as parents. It is not the governments job to stick their

noses in family matters unless they think they are Nazi's. Let us not forget, that we the people are the ones who voted the

government into opce, and they work for us, and not the other way around.
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On the news they were interviewing parents who were absolutely giddy about getting their tiny babies and toddlers jabbed. There is no

way to explain this ignorance other than the recent article about people being hypnotized. Poor babies.
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Send them this article, strewth!, can't people read! maybe hypnosis doesn't work on us Alldogsgotoheaven, that's a strange name,

a debate for another day I think.
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That gets me so angry; especially watching these mothers gleefully virtue signal their child's jab by Vlming it for TikTok.
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Alldogsgotoheaven, several clinics opened in New York and California to shoot up infants and kids; however, early reports are the

turnout has been tepid. You'll need to dig for these reports that came out over this past weekend.
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When the babies start dropping dead. That’s when they’ll get it. Then they can all live with themselves. Even if they deny

outwardly that it was the jab, inside they will know they gleefully led their own baby to it’s death. Inexplicably sad. These parents

inexplicably pathetic. Have fun looking yourself in the mirror after you helped the government MURDER your baby!
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Dr. Mercola and many others keep presenting the facts of this deadly vaccine yet the Satanic elites are Hell bent on decreasing the

population. The paid protestors who are threatening anyone who is pro life demand all pregnant women have their child aborted then

demand you and me take the triple dose of the deadly Covid vaccine. I have held the belief that our institutions of education have been

dumbing down people since and before WWII. Have you ever wondered or researched why President Lincoln was murdered? Same with

JFK. Alex Jones has it right, there is a war on for our minds and the Lefty lunatics are winning. If one takes the time to THINK about all

the lies that have been fed to us going back to the civil war where the north and south of this country killed one another with malice and

we re-enact this horrible destruction yearly.

Millions died since WWII Vghting in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan and the chant was stop killing the innocent especially the

children. 9/11 was the catalyst for everything you are experiencing today and Trump tried to tell everyone DC is one big swamp Vlled

with career politicians who's sole purpose is to get rich. There are exceptions however they are few and if you think everything will turn

Red come the mid term elections and all of this idiocy will stop you had better wake up from your dream because those who control this

big mess we are in have NO intention of giving up. Why do you think the Democrats want us all disarmed?
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There can only be one reason for this unscientiVc, unproven, sham of a poisonous jab - genocide. While I have heard this over and over I

didn't want to believe until I heard Dr Rima Laibow's account of a meeting held with a Head of State who told her about the plan in 2002.

rumble.com/v197ohr-dr.-rima-laibow-devastating-90-of-the-global-popula..
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Hi Outrage, yes, science and fantasy have merged!! Lack of scientiVc basis or common sense leads to a dystopian nightmare? ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Here are two interviews recently by the Corona Investigative Committee - the Vrst is Dr. Paul Marik describing the

FLCCC protocol he developed, the stages of illness. As soon as he Vnished, Dr. Wodarg mentioned they did not have any Covid in

Germany prior to the shots being rolled out! "Dr. Reiner Fuellmich & Dr. Paul E. Marik" - www.bitchute.com/.../jcrL08p5GXN3

 (unfortunately the powerpoint started to run away) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ the second interview Karen Kingston blew Dr. Fuellmich away

with her background information:

"Dr. Reiner Fuellmich & Karen Kingston - Corona Investigative Committee" - www.bitchute.com/.../NOLZq91z3Ksx  - this requires

focus and you will want to hang onto this til the end. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ To top this off, there's now a movement afoot to stop requiring

any clinical trials for ANY FUTURE mRNA shots: "Breaking: WHO Behind FDA Scheme to Skip All Future Clinical Trials for COVID

Vaccines" - childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-fda-gates-future-framework-cov..  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a giant head scratch as

insanity (big money, big Pharma, DARPA and more) is controlling this dangerous Tony and Rochelle (FDA and CDC) puppet

theater.
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Al you need to know is that those at the top FULLY BELEIVE and embrace population reduction. It's at least 90% and probably

more than 99% of the people running the country/world have fully bought into the idea of population reduction. Once you accept

the ideology that the world is over populated and that scientiVc advancement is the only way to overcome this problem you

suddenly become complacent to the concept of "collateral damage/consequences". These people fully understand the

consequences of these jabs, but to them it is just collateral damage. We are just numbers to them (lab rats). So if anyone dies

from their experiment it was for a good cause (population reduction).

After a while, this ideology goes from an uncomfortable/unwanted side effect to an accepted consequence that now brings on a

feeling of power and euphoria! These people convince themselves that what they are doing is for the better of man kind. When

left unchecked you get unelected organizations like the WHO and WEF that seemingly and suddenly rise to power. Trump saw

this and tried to cut ties with both. He also saw the UN as a threat. The UN was next on his chopping block. Had Trump got a 2nd

term, I believe he would have turned the FDA, CDC, NIH, and NIAID upside down. Fauci would have been Vred.
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Which is why there was no way to allow Trump a second term? The broken plumbing pipes with no visible water or plumber to Vx,

the dark tinted glass SUVs pulling up to the back doors at 3 am unloading unfolded mail in ballots; sure, no way to allow it.
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Thanks rrealrose, I always enjoy your links. God help us! JamNJim - Trump was right to defund the WHO (World Hell's

Organisation) and Vght the CDC (Center for Disease Creation) what a different track we would be on if Fauci had been Vred. Now

we can only hope that his evil deeds will be brought before the whole world to see before he dies.
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TheOrage, yes, ever see Dr. Reiner Fuellmich Sustered with information overload?? Suspect this will get viewed by attorneys in

their commission, will see which take the bones and run with 'em.
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their commission, will see which take the bones and run with 'em.
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Dr Laibow talks of transfection’ rather than vax shedding’ from those who have been injected to the unvaxxed, TheOrage. Not

sure if she is referring to transmitting the spike protein to the unvaxxed or what the mechanism is and clearly it will be

impossible to completely avoid contact with the vaxxed in the long term. Also not clear what the path of resistance is - other than

saying No’ to the World Holocaust Organisation plan for 90 per cent depopulation. How do we do this when our own national and

local “governments” are signed up members of the WEF?
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The people in positions of authority who are pushing this evil will claim that they were just following orders.  Assuming humanity and

civilization survives this holocaust, then as at Nuremburg, the only acceptable form of justice will be public hanging.
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"The welfare of the people...has always been the alibi of tyrants...giving the servants of tyranny a good conscience." - Albert

Camus
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brianallen1
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No more hangings. No more justice. No more consequences. No more normal. Sorry.
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Jackaroni
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So now that the "pandemic" is over we're supposed to vaccinate young children against a disease that never proposed a risk to them

with a "vaccine" that is totally ineffective against the current mutated version of the disease, and at the same time has a high rate of

serious side effects, including death?  I Vnd it amazing that the same people who are against aborting fetuses have no issue risking the

lives of young children by giving them a jab that's only beneVt is to the manufacturer in the form of proVts. The amount of greed and

stupidity deVes logic.
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Amen.  The ONLY word or reason that has validity is that they are SATANISTS. They are evil.  God Bless.
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They've been doing that for awhile. The chicken pox, a completely harmless childhood disease with a zero percent death rate in

children where the worst part about it is sitting in a bathtub to soak for about a week, has been on the childhood schedule for

awhile now and when it started, many doctors did ask why such a harmless disease needed a vaccine to replace it. The answer

given was so that women could stay at work because when a child gets sick for a week, the child needs his or her mother. So, no.

This is nothing new. Just new to those not yet brought up to speed with everything they have done. 80 to 90 percent of all

vaccines currently on the schedule are for diseases which are either harmless or so rare one has to ask themselves why.
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In January, PVzer went to court and asked for 75 years to release their vaccine study. It lists 1,291 side efffects including "fatal". Yet

Biden said "get the shotss. They're safe and effective." This is knowingly Misinformation by Biden and a outright lie. "Govt. Has become

outright "Lawless".
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Misinformation: Inconvenient facts.
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Brandon could not Vnd his own butt to wipe it, he has his secretservice to do that.And now it looks he molested his own daughter,

according to her diary. They all work for Satan. They can go back to hell where they came from. God Bless.
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Yup. They do what they want AT WILL. ZERO regard to public opinion (whats that!?).  And they are sure to double down and defed

themselves too. No regret, no guilt, no responsibility, no regard for gen pop opinion. If you don’t like what they say, do, or try to

sell you, to bad! “ We the people”.   Ha! that’s OVER.
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Now that the "pandemic" is over, we should vaccinate young children that were never at risk from Covid with a "vaccine" that is totally

ineffective against the current mutated version of Covid?  A vaccine with with a high risk of serious side effects that essentially offers

no beneVts to the user, only to the manufacturer in the form of proVts? How can so many people be against aborting fetuses and yet be

supportive of killing children with a useless "vaccine"? The amount of greed and stupidity defy logic.
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Bill Gates said Vaccines are a 20 to 1 return and are very proVtable. He also favors depopulation by 2/3 or -5.5 billion. Dr. McCullough

said 1 in 2 will die from these shots. Depopulation is in Full Swing.
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"Why Big Pharma Is Desperate to Get COVID Jab into Babies" The title should have been posed as a question rather than a statement.

Statistical information can be argued back and forth until the essence of the investigation recedes into oblivion. Allegedly, Courts of

Law are only interested in clear and und veriVable facts. Therein lies the rub... When one person is murdered, it's a media event. When

millions are maimed on the altars of commerce, the phenomena are ignored. > > > "MONOPOLY - Who Owns The World?" by Tim Gielen

> > > Published January 9, 2022 > > > rumble.com/vrxm15-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-by-tim-gielen-english-su..  > > > Corporate

slaughter of millions goes unnoticed, because the populace remains invested in the outcome.
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"Whistleblower Brook Jackson exposed that PVzer’s clinical trials were riddled with both error and fraud. PVzer has motioned to dismiss

the case claiming that it does not matter if they committed fraud, purgery, presented false certiVcations to the US government, and lied

about safety and epcacy; because the government was in on it with them." Watch short video in link.

drtrozzi.org/2022/06/16/pVzers-lame-defence-for-fraud-government-acco..
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I've just ventured outside the bubble, and it's scary. I searched for information on mortality rates (not with Google) and most of the

stories blame the higher mortality this year and last year, on covid. I believe it is the shots themselves that are keeping covid alive and

circulating, and that was the plan, and the corresponding narrative is proceeding as planned. I do believe that truth is out there

everywhere, but the trouble is with reaching people who have the children and will be the ones to give them the shots. Most of them that

I know "don't watch the news," except for listening to NPR on the way to work. And if they want to know something, they google it.

The quick information they Vnd is from controlled sources, not from ones we are reading. They also are wary of the "disinformation"

they have been warned about by the experts they trust. I don't know how to break through to get them to listen to & consider what

"alternative" & "controversial" people say. And I know many are coming around, but it seems to take a personal experience with the

devastation of a vaccine injury to Vnally jar them. And they are millions, these people who buy everything, who get their news from

Yahoo & Google feeds & comedians. This crowd dwarfs Steve Kirsch's & Joe Rogan's audiences even while most of them never watched

Rachel Maddow's show either.
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For all those who insist that people had/have covid: have you given one thought to the fact that there has not been any reports

whatsoever of anyone with the Su - or even a cold, throughout this psyops? This is another Vrst for the history books. So many

unprecedented events!
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Randy, another way of looking at statistics. Population of England and Wales approx 60 million; alleged reported covid deaths

180,000 = 0.3%. Apply this logic to House of Commons MPs, there are 650 of them; so two of them should be dead by now? Don’t

think so, not even a reportable serious adverse effect among the lot of them that I’ve heard of.
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Glastian; they can't have any kind of an "effect" from a shot they never took.
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The long term effects of these jabs have yet to be discovered. Although, Fauci and the NIH have been dabbling with mRNA technology

for decades. So they probably already know what the consequences will be. They see this as job security. They promote untested

products under the safety net of EUA. This excuses them from all liabilities. If they can get this jab into everyone from age 1 to 100 it

will dramatically increase chronic diseases dependent on healthcare. This equals huge proVts for big pharma. We already saw this

taking shape in 2020 and 2021 when Fauci was predicting outbreaks of measles, RSV, shingles, hepatitis, etc and announced as early

as Aug 2020 that they already had vaccines in development for these infections.

Now big pharma advertises daily for new drugs for things like "tardive disconesia" (i probably mispelled that). This is a neurological

disorder that causes unwanted body movements (nervous tick). Consequently, Vrst time neurological disorder diagnosis went up over

1000% in 2021 compared to the previous 5 year running average. What changed in 2021? We had mRNA jabs available for the Vrst time

in history!
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One of the side effects for the drug to treat TD is uncontrolled body movements!
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Fauci deserves to end up in a severely under-staffed care home because there are not enough healthy people left to hire.
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Exactly, Brian!! I say the same thing! These people cannot think for themselves nor do they have any discernment.
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Wasting time with "people who got covid after the shot", is doing nothing but muddying the waters! These shots are killing and maiming

people - including children! Every one of the evil perpetrators of these Crimes Against Humanity should be taken away and dropped into

a deep, dark hole somewhere! I have no doubt in my mind that the majority of the population is totally braindead! Soon, we will be into

the third year of this evil insanity and people will still believe the "safe and effective" and "the beneVts outweigh the risks" garbage! So;

how many "rare" occurrences of adverse events do we have now? Tens of thousands...hundreds of thousands...millions?
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This is precisely what my own Dr said to me a couple of days ago. ......and, the vaccine helps more than it hurts. All the answers

the medical Veld has now is "drugs". My Drs are trying to get me on drugs for any and every ailment I have. All of them with very

high adverse effects.
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Bill; as long as this insanity continues; and it will, I won't go near any doctor, hospital...anything to do with "healthcare". Your

'health' is the last thing they care about!
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If there are any rational, informed, ethical, altruistic doctors remaining they will be exposed and removed. Stay away from any

doctor or hospital. I realize that for many that is so dipcult to accept. Myself, I haven't been to an MD since 1987. Doing just Vne,

thank you.
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When the youngins' start dying off that may wake up the sleeping sheeple remainder....!!!!
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Not necessarily. People may be foolish enough to believe the shot allowed them to live longer!
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Well, they already HAVE started dying off (especially in teen boys) and still crickets so how will killing babies wake them? It wont.

Bc media will blame something else or just stay silent. DONT YOU KNOW??? if its not on the evening news then it must not be

true!!!
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Back to basics. "Duality." Hot/Cold. Darkness/Light. Up/Down. War/Peace. Love/Hate. Good/Evil. What does the face of evil look like?

"The only thing necessary for evil to triumph, is for good men/women to do nothing." (often attributed to Edmund Burke). IMHO - jabbing

the "weakest of the weak" is Evil. Clean and focus your "reality goggles." What do you see?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A baby's immune system is just beginning to develop. Those shots destroy the immune system! Why does the simplest fact turn

out to be "rocket science"? Humanity used to be much smarter than this.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy. George Carlin, before he was taken out, used to proclaim: "Look how stupid the average person is. Now realize that half

the people are stupider than that"! People used to pay big money to unknowingly be insulted by him in person. Each one believing

he was talking about everyone else in the audience except them. George's brain would probably explode if he could observe

people in 2022.
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golfzen
Joined On 7/5/2015 10:21:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They must continue the charade Or they will be found out that that this whole mess was planned and the jab does not work.
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sixth mass extinction is well under way. No one to stop the runaway train of inverted thinking and behavior. Amazing how critical

thinking has gone dormant in favor of mass formation psychosis and PC compliance. The crazy thing is that the inverted believe that

being a sheep is sane. Jesus said the following during his execution and repeating his words here is appropriate "forgive them father

for they know not what they do"
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To quote: " Once the vaccine is on the childhood vaccination schedule, the vaccine makers are permanently shielded from liability for

injuries and deaths that occur in any age group, including adults." I am going to argue against that statement. That in a nation under the

rule of law; it makes no sense at all to allow ANY administration to enact a law that denies justice to the majority of the population. That

such an attempt to do so is a crime in of itself. Example: I broke your window, but have enacted a law that protects me from being tried

in a court of the law for doing so . . . is utter stupidity. It is my opinion that enacting a law to protect ANYONE from their obvious

criminality is a crime in of itself.

I set out this debate in chapter 12 of my free PDF book; The Road Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective: "That is the role of a

government; to produce law. We, the citizens of those countries, agree to abide by the law and accept that our actions have a pay back

that permits us to live our lives within the framework of the law in peace and without disruption from anyone, including our respective

governments. That abiding with the laws enacted by government, is a very simple and basic requirement of citizenship. That simple

statement carries us into our relationship with any government; for to be the font of the law requires that a government must abide with

any and all law itself.

This is not a negotiable; this is fact, for if any government ever turns away from the rule of the law it enacts, its very legitimacy is

destroyed. Governments must abide by the law they enact for the whole concept to work. What I have found myself through my

dealings with government, particularly the government of the United States, is that in fact, that relationship has broken down. That the

government of the United States is quite prepared to ignore their own law, if that will suite their own purposes. continued . .
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Continued . . "I believe that we have to face the truth of this breakdown and seek a way forward; back to re-establishing the full

rule of the law by government itself. A great part of the problem is that attorneys employed by government today, have lost

contact with their ethics. By that, I mean that the high principle engendered by the concept of the rule of law has been usurped.

Rather than abide by the rule of the law to the highest ethical standards and accept that sometimes even a great government can

have duties engendered by the law it enacts; the principle of unjust, unethical actions designed to usurp the true meaning of the

law, rather than strictly abide has gained credence and today, the rule of the law is as a result moot.

That governments, by the action of their attorneys, have placed themselves into the position of both being the font of all law

while at the same time, refusing to accept the responsibilities engendered by the rule of law. I believe that makes such

governments lawless, Ultra Vires; Law beyond one's legal power and authority. That if a government makes itself Ultra Vires in

one area of the law; it undermines all the law of that government. A Lawless Government as with any other criminal becomes

illegitimate and throws away its standing in all areas of the law. You cannot have government making law on the one hand that it

expects all others to abide by when, on the other hand, that same government blatantly refuses to accept the same laws apply to

themselves.

Yet this is exactly what is happening today and continues." The rule of the law has indeed become moot, and we have to

challenge the underlying thought process that has brought our Western civilisation to where we are today. There must be no

defence against criminality by any government agency; at any time, and for any reason. No so called law can protect such

criminality; as all that does is make a once Vne nation into a classic banana republic; where no law exists.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1986
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Chris, fully agree. A glaring example of this uncaring selVsh attitude is our UK prime monster; this reptile just keeps on

breaking the law with impunity. Well they say that example is the best teacher and I believe this will show itself in an increasingly

fed up populace; if Johnson & Co. can do what they like, why not us? This is the stuff revolutions are made of, when all reasoning

fails people will resort to violence. The last thing I want, this would only play further into their hands, but understandable. Better

to keep pushing via the likes of the People’s Lawyers here in the U.K., an update on their “Coronavirus Act 2020 is null and void”

www.crowdjustice.com/.../the-coronavirusact-2020  (you may have to search for it via the menu). Can I urge all U.K. subscribers

to give their support to this?
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our government (whatever that even means any more) just basically does whatever they want, whenever they want.  This

administration is nothing but a group of selVsh a holes getting what they want by selling the gen pop straight down the

Mississippi. And if they protest or make noise about it, what do they do but double down on their CRIMES and hit the mute button

by telling big media to hush or else.  Tyranny thats all it is. And nobody cares bc its not on the evening news.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why Big Pharma Is Desperate to Get COVID Jab Into Babies? Greedy, evil people. As simple as that. Period.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!! .. but also so they'll be 'customers for life' with the magnitude of diseases it will cause for them in the future!..
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bob5532
Joined On 4/18/2022 12:44:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s way past time to be exercising our 2nd Amendment rights to all involved in this genocide!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolute rule #1 for over a thousand years of Medicines and true wellness intentions is... " DO NO HARM!! " After 2019 I have

established without fail my own absolute rule #1.... " DO NO pHARMa!! "   The AMA has proven without a doubt that all modern

medicines are now in the total category of the 1986 " UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE!!"  Full stop!
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Jnarphin
Joined On 6/11/2022 10:47:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are being told here that the reason these injections are being administered is to secure pHarma proVt, which is another way of

saying the process is controlled by greed. I think there is another sin at the top of the pyramid: pride. The elites want to order and

control everything for their own beneVt (they're proud); the end result of this, as has long been known in Catholic (for instance) lore is

the simple wish for the destruction of the other: to annihilate the being of the other.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep! It's a twofer: ProVt and depopulation.
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Florida1
Joined On 8/21/2008 6:39:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"That's How Every Empire Falls" John Prine  www.youtube.com/watch    ...She says "You're only taking orders,"  that's how every empire

falls...
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mariusmioc
Joined On 7/7/2021 2:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has to be remove from the law any provision that the State need to preserve public health. Also, all state bodies (like CDC, NIH) should

be dismembered. Only if each individual is responsible for his own health the public health will be served properly.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whoa, lets straighten out a few details - These health agencies are unelected FEDERAL opcials, state govts are only indirectly

involved, although appear to have been directed and swayed in the wrong direction.
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "vaccines" are a weapon. Just as abortion is a weapon. And mass starvation is a weapon. THESE ARE DELIBERATE POLICIES,

TOOLS OF STATECRAFT to control and even CULL THE POPULATION. And likewise, events like Uvalde are weapons -> to erode public

support for 2nd Amendment and disarm the population, and take away their inalienable right to defend themselves. They want total

monopoly over weaponry; over the use of force. Which never ends well. Uvalde was a False Flag Operation:

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/dear-s-a-letter-to-my-ex-pat-sister?r=11..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard Fauci say he wouldn't retire until it was on every childhood vaccine schedule. It's not even a vaccine, we know it's not safe for

everyone - but let's face it, Fauci doesn't care.  Riddle me this - WHY THE NO ABORTION right now? Without vote or consent of the

people of the USA, why right now?  And why give no other options? (no abortion, but morning after pill, yes - and free contraceptives,

yes) - but no. They want those banned too? Is that the oppression of women? Or that the die off will be too great? What's going on?

What are we breeding?  NetSix/the future of... is it explained in there? I sooooo don't want to watch it. Ugh... the 'hidden in plain sight'

explanation of what they're aiming us for - eh?
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jamNjim
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I explained this yesterday and I cut and pasted what I said yesterday on today's forum. It's all about population reduction. To be

most effective at reducing the population you need to attack those that are most vulnerable and most fertile. By giving everyone

under the age of 16 these shots and by allowing abortion on demand you get a higher population reduction. The shots were VERY

effective at killing off the elderly, but that doesn't really affect the long term population because these people are not reproducing

and will never reproduce again. So the focus now is on people of reproducing age.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m glad they passed the abortion law to protect babies, but I believe that they’re going to use it to make all the libtards crazy and

try to get everyone to Vght each other, liberals vs conservatives so that they can declare martial law when mid term elections

come up
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree these shotss are not vaccines. "A Vaccine is A Vaccination that gives one immunity to a virus". None do. Gates says

vaccines are very proVtable. A 20 to 1 return. He owns 55Million of PVzer stock. So he'ss made a billion in 2 years. Gov. Newsom

got 2 primary shots and 2 boosters. And he recently announcced he has Coronavirus. PVzers study says the Vrst jab is in

efffective after 2 weeks. The second jab is ineffective after 1 week. Dr. McCullough said 1 out of 2 will die from these shots. So

why did Biden recently say a week ago to get the shot. Its "SAFE AND EFFECTIVE". Depopulation is in Full Swing.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/28/2022 9:01:51 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retire hell! hang the SOB and then draw and quarter, then burn whats left and throw it in the ocean, so the oceans salt can purify

the ashes. God Bless.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/28/2022 9:54:29 AM
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree w talullah.  This is a divide and conquer tac. Take what the majority of people support which is SUPPORT of roe v wade

then have Mr. basement himself come out against it, and there you have it, people even more blinded by his CRIMES just because

they are hyper emotional about this one issue. They know exactly how to play the majority of the clueless US gen pop. And they

are stopping at nothing.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/28/2022 10:04:57 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah - oh shoot - I have heard "to bring us to civil war' in several of current events when I've asked why ... and won't THIS one

(no abortions) bring us there the quickest? I agree, but I don't agree with women not being allowed any contraceptive options. But

I also wonder if the rumor of taking away and have no access to contraception is just a frenzy of leftist ponderings, or if that's

really in the works.  Just another tactic to keep us all divided. The gov't is sure being heavy handed right now - probably due to

the above article - I could have just guessed Sen Pan would be in the mix, the man is only thinking communist China (and it's not

even working there - duh!!) he wants to turn us into the same mask wearing, uber vaccinated crowd of human guinea pigs) ...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/28/2022 10:19:10 AM
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovetosing6, We used to call people like that control freaks. They want absolute control of everything. There's no understanding

their obsessive compulsive personalities. I don't know how people can dispatch themselves, from any form of compassion.

Maybe they have hypnotized each other. I think they have lost any connection to their higher mind. They have become like

machines themselves.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/28/2022 10:52:49 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing abortion isn’t contraception. Abortion is murder. Contraception comes in many forms. It prevents pregnancy, it

doesn’t kill babies.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/28/2022 1:30:20 PM
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rudolf Steiner (Dornach, October 1917): "(...) I have told you that the spirits of darkness are going to inspire their human hosts, in whom

they will be dwelling, to Vnd a vaccine that will drive all inclination towards spirituality out of people’s souls when they are still very

young, and this will happen in a roundabout way through the living body. Today, bodies are vaccinated against one thing and another; in

future, children will be vaccinated with a substance which it will certainly be possible to produce, and this will make them immune, so

that they do not develop foolish inclinations connected with spiritual life — foolish’ here, of course, in the eyes of materialists (...) The

whole trend goes in a direction where a way will Vnally be found to vaccinate bodies so that these bodies will not allow the inclination

The Vaccine Rollout Is
Directly Related to
Disability
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whole trend goes in a direction where a way will Vnally be found to vaccinate bodies so that these bodies will not allow the inclination

towards spiritual ideas to develop and all their lives people will believe only in the physical world they perceive with the senses (...) The

soul will be made non-existent with the aid of a drug.

Taking a sound point of view’, people will invent a vaccine to inSuence the organism as early as possible, preferably as soon as it is

born, so that this human body never even gets the idea that there is a soul and a spirit." (https://swaruu.org  ): (...) The problem with the

vaccine is that it disconnects the body from Source, so the person is no longer perceived as it was before from the point of view of the

people around that person, and this happens in a progressive accumulative way. So the body will go collapsing its functions until it ends

up working at a minimum, in a state alienated from its soul, so to speak, alienated from the signal from its owner, owner being a

fragment of Source and Source itself. The vaccine means a slow progressive disconnection of the body from

Source-consciousness-individual. The death of the body (...)
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That's a bit deep and scary there 'lilitu_adamah'. I want to disagree mostly, but some part of that I agree with. There is a huge

swell coming from us, me, you, most Mercolans, you can see it, feel it, it's come from a lack of trust and then just basic science

being ignored, anyway it's coming, more parents will wake up and think no I don't need to jab my kid for anything especially after

that nonsense with covid.
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The following, wasn't easy to Vnd. Of course, the "fact checkers" are all over this; which tells me that it must have some merit! --

www.bitchute.com/.../FYkQcO62qClN
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It's deep and scary and probably 100% truth and accuracy.
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So. Basically breeding zombies then. Just like in the video games!!!
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Look at the effectiveness %. 51% is almost exactly at chance. That is the same chance as Sipping a coin. Is that a good idea for

vaccines? 37% effectiveness in babies is worse than chance. That means there is 63% ineffectiveness. NTD TV did a 2 part series on

COVID-19, and is available online. The second part mentioned that a major criticism of the CDC is that it emphasized vaccine

development instead of early treatment. There are many different vaccines for variants of COVID-19, and 2 (the last time I heard) early

treatment protocols accepted by the FDA. But that would have meant a rapidly diminishing of income from a vaccine if people used

early treatment instead.
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2021: Safe and Effective 2022: Sudden and Unexpected
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Klaus Schwab and his evil organization should be made to take the Covid death clot shots. BIG PHARMA and their wicked allies know

their shots cause severe chronic, lifetime disabilities and DEATH. Dr. MERCOLA, PLEASE POST on your site! The world must know!

www.sott.net/article/468242-Police-charge-big-pharma-boss-with-falsify..  Police charge big pharma boss with falsifying his Covid

vaccination status. 26 May 2022 Jose Maria Fernandez Sousa-Faro, president of European pharmaceuticals giant PharmaMar, has been

charged by police with being falsely vaccinated against Covid-19. Dr. Sousa-Faro has been caught up in a scandal in Europe involving

people being added to the National Immunization Registry in exchange for large sums of money, with many of them familiar faces and

household names.

Police allege that Sousa-Faro arranged to be injected with a saline solution instead of a Covid-19 vaccination and paid thousands of

dollars to have his name added to Spain's immunization register, as conVrmed by police sources and reported by El Periodico de

Espana. Dr. Sousa-Faro is among more than 2,200 celebrities and European elites on the list drawn up by National Police of those

falsely vaccinated against Covid.

According to El Mundo, Spanish police carried out the investigation called Operation Jenner which uncovered the vast network of

celebrities and elites who have paid money to have their names fraudulently entered on the National Immunization Register, despite

refusing to be vaccinated. EuroWeekly News report: The leader of the network was a nursing assistant at the La Paz University Hospital,

where he is accused of charging more than 200,000 euros for fraudulently registering 2,200 people as vaccinated in the National

Registry against Covid-19. He has been arrested and is currently in custody.
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The most effective way to end this rampant corruption of science and the medical industry is to round up the ones advocating and

promoting the COVID fraud, the poisonous vaccines, and late term abortions. Arrest and put them on trial for conspiracy to defraud and

endanger the public health and welfare. Imprison the ring leaders for life. Nuremberg did this back then and now it's time to learn this

lesson from history again.
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Pray with me: LORD, open every eye to the truth! Shake us up, awaken us, and help us to take a stand for what is good and right and just.

Come quickly! AMEN!!
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People should Vle criminal charges against Big Pharma
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And what will the result of that be?
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I see quite a few TV class action suit ads from lawyers, against not only big pharma, but also big aggie, as in Roundup, as well as

asbestos lung damage.
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I suspect when the liability shield was enacted in 1986? the pharmaceutical companies put it in the table: "no shield no vaccines" The

poor clueless politicians, ignorant as the rest of us, at the time, probably felt they had no choice. They made the politically correct,

career saving choice at the time. Besides, by the time the truth comes out and the damage of vaccines is realized, they would be long

gone and forgotten.
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Dr. Mercola, all this talk about and against the Covid vaccines is all good and needed, however I would like to know just why you even

believe there is a Covid virus as you proclaim when you state over and over again that there is such a thing as a Covid virus. I have been

doing a lot of research and I have a good sense of whom to believe from what doctors and others present as evidence that there is no

proof of a virus and that, in fact, it is more probable to be that the reason people have been getting sick is due to their Terrain. This

makes the MOST sense to me. That people are not getting sick due to a CONTAGION but rather from some degree of poisoning, terrible

diets such as the SAD, nutrient deVciencies, hormonal stress (which can partly be attributed to the FEAR tactics of those who continue

to purport this "deadly" "virus.") I contend that you, either knowingly or not knowingly, contribute to this by telling people that there is

such a virus that is contagious.

Why, may I ask, do you BELIEVE so intently that it has been proven that a virus (es) have been isolated? I've seen enough proof to tell me

otherwise. I hope you will respond P.S. I respect you as a good physician but the history of our country and the world's work on virology

shows me that there is something going on that is "rotten in Denmark." Thank you
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The CDC reports that the case fatality rate is 0.0020% or 20 covid deaths per million covid cases in children aged 0-17 years old. The

CDC is currently reporting that since the commencement of the rollout of the covid shots to date that they have received on average 26

preliminary’ reports of deaths per million covid shot doses administered (0.0026%). However if one takes a snapshot view of the latest

CDC report then the percentage is much higher at 0.0127% or 127 preliminary’ reports of death per million covid doses administered.

And at times it has been as high as 203 preliminary’ reports of death per million covid doses administered.

8 covid HOSPITALISATIONS per million covid cases in children (with a CDC reported covid case fatality rate of 0.0020% in children

0-17yrs) vs A risk of AT LEAST’ 26 DEATHS per million covid shots administered. Is it any coincidence that the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) granted the Emergency Use Authorisation for covid shots for infants/children on June 15, 2022....a 666 day?

Reported Adverse Events Updated June 21, 2022 More than 592 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines were administered in the United

States from December 14, 2020, through June 21, 2022.

During this time, VAERS received 15,193 preliminary reports of death (0.0026%) among people who received a COVID-19 vaccine.’ (127

more deaths reported by the CDC in 8 days. 1m more covid doses administered June 14 - June 21 2022) Current Snapshot of the

preliminary’ reports of death over 8 days for 1m covid doses administered is 0.0127% or 127 preliminary’ reports of death per million

covid-19 injection doses administered. Or 127 times the pre-Covid rule of thumb acceptability of a vaccine (i.e. 1 death per million

vaccine doses). www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html?..
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All I know is 93% of all statistics are made up.
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I am grateful to my parents for 2 things. They were pro life and they had half a brain. Not as common these days.
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Im Grateful to My Parents....they left me intact ..... A Guarantee Proof I am NOT a Jew or a Muslim...LOL

www.circumcisionvideos.com
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Never going to an MD again.  Holistic or naturopathic physicians only.
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Correct! Me, too. And the sad thing is that some Naturopaths got the jab. No joke.
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One group of naturopaths in my area are approved primary providers for regular insurance, so they are Vnancially tied to the

mainstream medical system. My Vrst and last visit uncovered this fact. As such they act as sentinels for allopathic medicine - ie

beholden to standard of care, pharmaceutical based, one-size Vts all medical practice, including recommended shot schedule.

Beware. BTW - Oregon.
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My opinion for years..stick with the holistic/naturopathic doctors...including chiropractors who are way more educated than your

run-of-the-mill MD. Educated and in touch with the human body, natural remedies for healing, etc. When I need a surgeon I go

straight to the specialist...other than occasional screenings by independent agencies I stay far away from the pill pushers.
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If I break my leg, I’m taping a broomstick to it and calling it a day.
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We need to goto Washington and peacefully but loudly play recordings of babies crying into the homes of these murdering awholes. I'm

getting tired of the never ending crap, how bout you?
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How about bushel or two of rotten tomatoes to accidentally toss on sidewalk in front of the FDA's revolving doors? Drip dark red

paint so it sticks to bloody shoe prints leading up and down the avenue? I could go on, but...
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Ditto Doubled!
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Question: what percentage of Roe vs Wade protesters have taken the COVID shots? My guess: 100%. Professor Desmet can explain.
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The baby killers have vowed to stage violent protests. It will all be allowed as a "right". The same as it was with the BLM and

Antifa violence. Of course; they had to go after the peaceful truckers convoy...after all; those bouncy castles, cleaning up the

streets and feeding anyone who was hungry, can really cause a lot of harm! I'm still trying to Vgure out why "human

rights"/"Bodily Autonomy" is so important to the baby killers, yet is denied to people who simply don't want to be injected with an

experimental gene altering shot that we know has already killed countless people. "My body - my choice"...double standard,

anyone? Hmmm.
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So you are reporting murderers and pro death people are threatening to get violent? What a surprise. The further divisions are

working just as planned.
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Big Pharma, Bill Gates, Fauci, the Obama-Biden regime, the FDA and everyone responsible for this dreadful Crime Against Humanity are

GUILTY for maliciously seeking the Mass Murder of Babies and Children. The only people who should be taking the Covid Clot Death
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GUILTY for maliciously seeking the Mass Murder of Babies and Children. The only people who should be taking the Covid Clot Death

shots is Big Pharma, Bill Gates, Fauci, the Obama-Biden regime, the FDA
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do they want to do this? Because they are satanists, My beautiful 3 year old grand nephew will NEVER get this! N-E-V-E-R.  God

Bless. The Lord runs this show NOT the satanists, and its time to kick them back to the HELLPIT they came from.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a lot of talk about spike proteins with these shots. But I haven't seen a single vial examined showing any signs of biological life.

No phosphorus, no nitrogen. Just tons of carbon and oxygen. The whole idea of the jabs conferring a spike protein has to do with the

patent on the PVzer Comirnaty stating the SARS CoV-2's S-1 unit of the spike protein is encoded in it. But is that really possible without

biological material?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Opinion based mostly on known facts...From MyMountain Laboratory....owned and run by ME ...and when I KNOW , I don't have to

contend to what some 'brain-trained' clown babbles on about . If the worlds 'supposed knowledgeable people' were to study the vast ,

and often lethal effects of EMF and random Radio Frequency's radiation on the Human Body and the psychological effects affecting

living tissue within the body , 90% of earths 'medical diseases' would disappear.....and this is based on known and proven facts... But

this will never happen, simply because it would mean removing most of the electronic 'toys'...so it will never happen...and the medical

scam would crumble...so......by following the basic Terrain Theory....>>>

www.nutritionist-resource.org.uk/memberarticles/germ-theory-vs-terrain..  <<<>>>

I also totally believe this Covid-19 thing is about the BIGGEST LIE ever dumped out onto the billions of uneducated and brain-damaged*

people on earth.. * "brain-damaged" by the extensive use of Suoride in waters and foods and by B'rain washing' , cleverly disguised as

'education' ...and the effective use of Propaganda , mind-altering 'drugs' and the Big Lies ....and RF Poisoning now ongoing 24/7

worldwide via TV, WiFi 2,3,4,5,Gs cell phone radiation Smart Meters and any other wireless gizmos and the list is lengthy  Bobby Fischer

said it years ago   >>>  www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Vscher-speaks-jews   and now newer ,up to date is >>>>

 https://www.realjewnews.com/    <<<.now who is really in control of YOU?????
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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They've given us CDC, WHO, NIH and more. I Vrmly reject them all and have always done the opposite of their recommendations.

The good news is we now have M.M.L to rely on. May I have the honor of being the Vrst member? Slogan should be IN ROBB WE

TRUST.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love who you can with your time left
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM
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The mRNA Synthetic, Patented, Gene Therapy, Experimental, Test, vaccinated are no longer human after 6 hours, but "Trans Human,

with Zero human rights, according to the US Supreme Court Law 2013, when their DNA is changed and sterilized within 8 hours, both

males and females, so when they all die, within this generation from the above vaccines, there is nobody left to look after their kids and

nobody wants gangs of wild kids running around like savage dogs, so inject them all with the mRNA vaccines and they won't be able to

reproduce any more - so end of humanity within this generation
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looking4wisdom
Joined On 7/19/2021 1:07:03 PM
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Has anyone else wondered if the majority of the shots for infants will be saline to limit adverse events?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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It may matter, but does it really matter? I'm sure they know the correct ratio by now to deceive the most people and achieve the

most pain, suffering and death in the long run.
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looking4wisdom
Joined On 7/19/2021 1:07:03 PM
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Brian - I see your point. I was thinking if they were the real shots it would alarm more of the sheep which they would not want. If

they are saline and nobody tests the doses they can claim as safe and still get their desired outcome of being on the child vac list

(immunity).
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brianallen1
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It won't be all saline. They would love to get as many from an early age to be high proVt customers and won't mind killing a select

percentage. Everyone should visit www.howbadismybatch.com
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I’m about to say is just speculation, but I honestly believe that it’s plausible and worth repeating.  I think I know why the elite have

such a strong desire for depopulation and eugenics. I believe they’ve Vgured out a way to altar dna, and reverse aging and disease,

therefore making themselves immortal. If this is the case, they have a problem.  They can’t make themselves immortal and risk people

being able to procreate and then overpopulate the earth. So, they must Vrst get the population size down to the desired amount, and

then make sure that nobody can reproduce, so the earth doesn’t become overpopulated.  In the Book of Revelation there is an

interesting verse that says the following: And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not Vnd it; and shall desire to die, and death

shall See from them. Revelation 9:6
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This also explains why they want to target the lame, elderly, and the “useless eaters” the very types of people they claim don’t

beneVt society. They only want productive people around to become immortal. They’re all Lucierians, and actually believe the lie

“Ye shall be as gods” Jesus apparently isn’t the only one offering eternal life.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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We don't have to wait for those words to become reality. It's already here! This is only the beginning. "Ye shall be as Gods"...that

rhetoric is already being spewed out of the mouth of the WEF!
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I know Randyfast, They’re proud of who they serve.  www.bitchute.com/.../9LKv7QdHGcFJ
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brianallen1
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Interesting hypothesis, Ray. Maybe around 125 years old they will be so decrepit that they will not want to live any longer.
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john_oobox
Joined On 5/28/2022 3:47:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid shots contain a bioweapon, so call it that, not a vaccine. S1 spike protein was designed as a bioweapon in early 1990’s, made

infectious to humans in late 1990’s, and patented in early 2000’s (see ref.1 11:26-15:00) || ref.1 =

ugetube.com/watch/dr-david-martin-no-more-mister-nice-guy-red-pill-exp..  || ref.1 slides =

odysee.com/@HumanitysVault:a/Dr.-David-E.-Martin---Red-Pill-Expo-prese..  || NOTE = Presenter runs a worldwide innovation

monitoring company recognized as best by wall street in 2016 that maintains deep access/insights into patents, who funded

what/when, etc. || timeline ||

remarks re vax’ing 5yo’s (w/possible deadly outcomes) 02:48__more intro.remarks 03:30__must reveal evildoers (ambiguity protects

them) 04:26__remarks re personal risks from outing powerful people 06:45__everyone’s obligation to share truth once it’s known

07:18__speaker’s background re criminal investigations 07:34__intro to criminal conspiracy (circa 2015) 09:25__trump sabotaged by

closest covid advisers (2019) 11:26__timeline for covid bioweapon 15:00__is bioweapon, not vaccine 15:51__real targets (eg, ANSER)

vice decoys (eg, PVzer) 20:16__other real targets & their nefarious functions 24:16__overview of privateers vs pirates 24:57__ pirates

don’t be distracted by cover stories 26:15__main pirates & their link to bioweapon research 27:44__other pirates 29:22__EU link to

bioweapon research/patents 31:35__covid orchestra (evildoers, most in hiding) 33:17__Dustin Moskovitz outed 35:26__must out

evildoers 36:09__EUA to edit human genome approved (JV Dustin & China) 38:00__act of war against humanity, stop taking bait

39:00__evildoers named 39:37__conspiring states 41:49__covid “treasonous acts” 42:17__covid “intolerable acts” 43:00__“integral

cure” 43:46__to be human 44:37__“integral cure” 47:05__Vller 47:14__release crime evidence 48:50__help those injured 49:59__closing

50:15_end
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Brilliant dissection, Chris. I will add, in a Judeo Christian context, that the “man of Lawlessness” is already in the earth and awaiting to

take his place as global ruler. This satanic agenda of lawlessness and destruction are well underway, and there is nothing mere man

can do to stop this. These wicked cohorts of hell will get their just reward from the One Who was slain and doth live, and will rule the

near future nations with a rod of iron (Isaiah 9:6) when He returns the second time after the Great Tribulation. His name is Yeshua

(Jesus) haMoshiach (Messiah of the Jews, but Head of the Ecclesia.)
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The man of sin, the son of perdition, is here and has been and was exposed during the Protestant Reformation as the seat of the

papacy which gets it's authority and power from the dragon. When you study the history you see it Vt exactly into the bible,

especially Revelation 13,17,18. All Christians knew this for centuries, but since about the 1820's, have been seduced to believe

the lies that they themselves created to ruin the faith of Protestants when they [jesuit, Francisco Ribera] created the myth of

interpretation of prophetic scriptures, speciVcally the "rapture", "3rd temple" premillennialism.

Every sitting pope has been that man of sin during his reign of power for that time in history. The church he heads is the apostate

church, great falling away spoken of in 2 Thessalonians 2. There you even see that son of perdition sitting in the temple of god,

calling himself god on earth....which all popes do. This has been enormously effective in taking all eyes off Rome where the

power and threat lies.
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DO NOT BE FOOLED! DeSantis can NOT be trusted. He's ANOTHER Trojan horse and is a globalist Stooge:

aim4truth.org/.../cat-report-726
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People need to Vnally learn that no politician can rise to any high level without being totally corrupted, bought and sold. It is never

permitted. If you keep voting for the lesser of two evils, you are still endorsing evil. End of story
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brianallen1: You're correct, but I'd STILL rather have the lesser of evil, even though our votes don't count anyway.
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